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We consider a timed extension of concurrent constraint programming, called 
tccp. For this language we define a denotational model which is fully abstract 
wrt the standard notion of observables (input-output pairs). We also define a 
fully abstract semantics for a sublanguage of tccp, called ccpx, which essentially 
is standard concurrent constraint programming (ccp), provided that we interpret 
the parallel operator in terms of "max.imal parallelism" rather than of interleaving. 
Finally we compare the expressive power of tccp, ccpx and ccp. We show that tccp 
.is strictly more !'..xpressive than ccpx, which in it s turn is strictly more expressive 
than ccp. 

1 Introduction 

Many "real-life" computer applications which maintain some ongoing interaction with 
external physical processes involve time-critical aspects. Such applications, so called 
real-time systems, thus require appropriate languages which allow for the specification 
of such timing constraints as that a signal is required within a bounded time inter
val. Several concurrent imperative languages based on synchronous communication have 
been specifically designed for modeling real-time systems [1, 6, 7, 9]. Recently constraint 
programming [10] emerged as a promising style of programming .in whim the idea of 
generating and satisfying constraints is central to the computing process. In particular 
concurrent constraint programming (ccp) has been proposed in [12] as a uniform frame
work integrating concurrency with logic and constraint programming. 

In [13, 14, 2] real-time extensions of the asynchronous concurrent language ccp are 
introduced. In particular, in [2] was introduced a timed interpretation of the usual 
programming constructs of ccp by fixing the time needed for the execut ion of the basic 
actions of ccp as one time unit and interpreting action prefixing as the next operator. 
An explicit timing primitive was also introduc(~d in order to allow for the specification of 
the previously mentioned timing constraints, so called time-outs. The resulting language, 
called tccp, provides a natural t imed extension of ccp. 

Two important issues in the development of any programming language arc the def
inition of a fully abstract semantics ( wrt some intended notion of observablcs) and the 
study of the expressive power of the language itself. In this paper, we consider both these 
aspects for tccp and for its proper sublanguage (called ccpx) obtained by dropping the 
explicit timing primitive. We first define a denotational model for tccp, which is fully 
abstract wrt the input/output notion of observable. Note that in tccp the parallel oper
ator is interpreted in terms of "maximal parallelism", i.e. at each moment every enabJed 
agent of the system is activated. This assumption, which is nat.ural when considering 
a language for real-time applications, together with the presence of an explicit timing 
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primitive mentioned before, forbids the use of standard techniques existing for ccp [3]. 
In fact, in order to obtain full abstraction, we also need some further assumptions on 
the constraint system. Fully abstract semantics for timed ccp languages are given also 
in [13, 14]. The languages considered in these papers are different from tccp, in particu
lar they do not assume maximal parallelism. For this reason, the results in [13, 14] are 
substantially different from ours. 

We study full abstraction also for the language ccpx, which corresponds to standard 
ccp, provided that II is interpreted in terms of maximal parallelism rather than of inter
leaving. 

In the second part of the paper we compare the expressive power of the languages 
tccp, ccpx an ccp. Intuitively, a (programming) language C. is more expressive than a 
language £' if each. program written in £' can be translated into an C. program in such 
a way that the intended observable behavior of the original program is preserved. Thls 
notion has been formalized under the name of embedding as follows [11]. Consider two 
languages C. and C and let 'Pc and 'Pc.· denote the set of the programs which can be 
written in C. and in C, respectively. Assume that the meaning of programs is given by 
two functions (observables) 0: 'Pc -t Obs and 0' : 'Pc· -t Obs' which associate to each 
program the set of its observable properties (thus Obs and Obs' are assumed being some 
suitable powersets). Then we say that C. is more expressive than C , or equivalently that 
C can be embedded into C., if there exist a mapping C : 'Pc' -t 'Pc (compiler) and a 
mapping TJ : Obs -t Obs' (decoder) such that, for each program P' in 'Pc', the following 
equali ty holds: TJ(O(C(P'))) = O'(P'). 

Clearly, as discussed in [11, 4], in order order to use the notion of embedding as a 
tool for language comparison, some further restrictions should be imposed on the decoder 
and on the compiler. In fact, otherwise previous equation would satisfied by any Turing 
complete language, provided that we choose a powerful enough 0 for the target language. 
Usually these conditions indicate how easy is the translation process and how reasonable 
is the decoder. For example, often C is required to be compositional wrt the operators 
of the language and TJ is assumed to be defined pointwise on the sets contained in Obs. 
Since we are mainly interested in separation results which express the non embeddability 
of a language into another, we will consider rather weak assumptions on C and TJ. Note 
also that the notion of embedding in general is dependent on the notion of observables, 
which should be expressive enough. ln fact, considering for example a (trivial) 0' which 
associates the same element to any program, we could embed a language into any other 
one. 

The technique that we use for separating different languages essentially consists in 
exhibit ing a semantic property which holds for t he target language C. and not for the 
source one£'. Using such a property and assuming that there exists an embedding of C.' 
into C. which satisfies the conditions imposed on t he compiler and the decoder one can 
easily derive a contradiction. 

We show that, due to the presence of the explicit timing primitive, tccp cannot be 
embedded in ccpx and in ccp when considering a very general class of observables which 
covers all the properties derivable from finite computations. The second separation result 
shows that ccpx cannot be embedded into ccp. _This is due to the fact that the presence 
of maximal parallelism augments the expressive power of the global choice operator. 
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2 The tccp language 

In this section we first introduce the tccp language defined in [2J and provide its basic 
operational intuitions. We refer to [12, 15] for more details. T he ccp languages are 
defined parametrically wrt to a given corutraint system. The notion of constraint system 
bas been formalized in [12] following Scott 's treatment of information systems. Here we 
only consider the resulting structure. 

-
Definition 2 .1 A constraint system is a complete algebraic lattice (C , ~ . u, tme,false) 
where U is the lub operation, and tme, false are the least and the greatest elements of 
C, respectively. 

Following the standard terminology and notation, instead of 5 we will refer to its 
inverse relation, denoted by 1- and called entailment. Formally, Vc, dE C. c 1- d # d 5 
c. In order to t reat t he hiding operator of the language a general notion of existential 
quantifier is introduced which is formalized in terms of cylindric a lgebras [8]. Moreover, 
in order to model parameter passing, diagonal elements [8] are added to the primitive 
constraints. This leads to the concept of cylindric constraint system. In the following, 
we assume given a (denumerable) set of variables Var with typical elements x, y, z , .. .. 

Definition 2.2 Let (C, 5 , u, true ,false) be a constraint system. Assume that for ea.ch 
x E Var a function :37 : C-+ C is defined such that for any c, dE C: 

(i) c 1- ::lx(c), (ii) if c 1- d then 3z(c) 1- 37 (d), 

(iii) 3:r(c U 37 (d)) = 3:r(c) U 3:r(d), (iv) 3x(3y(c)) = 311 (3:r(c)). 

Moreover assume that for x , y ranging in Var, C contains the constrain ts dxy (so called 
diagonal elements) which satisfy the following axioms: 

(v) true 1- du, (vi) if z 1= x, y t hen dx11 = 3,(d:u U d,11 ) , 

(vii) if x # y then dxv U 3.;(c U d.rv) 1- c. 

Then C = (C, ~. u, true, false, Var , 3:r, d%11) is a cylindric constramt system. 

Note that if C models the equality theory, then the elements dxy can b e thought of 
as the formulas x = y. In the sequel we will identify a system C with its underlying set 
of constraints C and we will deuote 3.r(c) by 3xc. 

The basic idea under lying cc:p is that computation progresses via monotonic accumu
lation of information in a global store. Information is produced by the concurrent and 
asynchronous activity of several agents which can add (tell) a constraint to the store. 
Dually, agents can a lso check (ask) whether a constraint is entailed by the store, thus 
allowing synchronizat ion among different agents. 

When querying the store for some information which is not present (yet) a ccp agent 
will simply suspend until the required information has arrived. ln real-time applications 
however often one cannot wai t indefinitely for an event. Cousider for example the case 
of a bank teller machine. Once a card is accepted and its identificat ion number has been 
checked, the machine asks the authorization of the bartk to release the requested money. 
If the authorization does not arrive within a reasonable amollnt of time, then the card 
should be given back to the customer. A real-time language should then allow us to 
specify that, in case a given time bound is exceeded (i.e. a time-out occurs), the wait is 
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interrupted and an alternative action is taken. Moreover in some cases it is also necessary 
to abort an active process A and to start a process B when a specific event occurs (this 
is usually called preemption of A). 

In order to be able to specify these timing constraints in ccp, in [2] the tccp language 
was designed by introducing a discrete global clock and assuming that ask and tell actions 
take one time-unit. Computation evolves in steps of one time-unit, so called clock-cycles, 
and action prefixing is considered the syntactic marker which distinguishes a time instant 
from the next one. Furthermore it is assumed that parallel processes are executed on 
different processors, which implies that at each moment every enabled agent of the system 
is activated. This assumption gives rise to what is called maximal parallelism. 

On the basis of the above assumptions a timing construct of the form now c t hen A 
else B was introduced which can be interpreted as follows: If the constraint c is entailed 
by the store at the current time t then the above agent behaves as A at time t, otherwise 
it behaves as B at time t. As shown in [2, 13] this basic construct allows one to derive 
such timing mechanisms as time-out and preemption. 

Definition 2.3 [tccp Language] Assuming a given cylindric constraint system C the 
syntax of tccp agents is given by the following grammar: 

A ::= stop I t ell(c) -+A I L:i=t ask(e;) -+ Ai I 
now c t hen A else B I A II 8 I 3xA I p(x) 

where the c. r-i are supposed to be finite constraints (i.e. algebraic elements) in C.1 A tccp 
program Pis then an object of the form D .. 4, where Dis a set of procedure declarations 
of the form p(x): -A and A is an agent. Moreover we will denote by ccpx the language 
obtained by dropping the now then el$e construct in the previous definition . 

2.1 Operational semantics 

The operational model of tccp can be formally described by a transition system T = 
{ Conj, ~) where we assume that each transition step takes exactly one time-unit. Con
figurations (in) Conj are pairs consisting of an agent and a constraint in C representing 
the common store. The transition relation --+s; Con/ x Conf is the least relation sat
isfying the rules Rl-Rll in Table 1 and characterizes the (temporal) evolution of the 
system. So, (A , c) ~ (B , d) means that if at timet we have the agent A and the store 
c then at time t + 1 we have the agent B and the store d. 

The agent stop represents successfu l termination, so it cannot make any transition. 
Rule R l shows that '''e are considering here the so called "eventual" tell: The agent 
tell( c) -+ A adds c to the store d without checking for consistency of cUd, and then 
behaves as A at the next time instant. ;\iote that the updated store c U d will be visible 
only starting from the next time instant since each transition step involves exactly one 
time-unit. According to rule R2 the guarded choice operator gives rise to global non
determinism. The rules R3-R6 show that the agent now c then A else B behaves as 
A or B depending on the fact that c is or is not entailed by the store. The evaluation of 
the guard is instantaneous. Rules R7 and R8 medel the parallel composition operator in 
terms of maxzmal parallelism. As specified by rule R 9, the agent 3xA behaves like A , with 
x considered local t.o A. To describe locali ty in rule R9 the syntax has been extended 
by an agent 3dxA where d is a local store of A containing information on x which is 

1\Ve will often use + to denote 2::~=• · 
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Rl (tell( c) ~ A, c) ~ (A, cu d) 

R2 (L;~1 ask(e;) ~ A;, d) ~ (A;, d) j E [l , n] anddl-ci 

R3 {A, d~ ~ {A' ,d'} di- e 
(now c then A e lse B.,.d) ~(A', d') 

R4 {A , d~ t4 di- e 
(now c t he n A else B , d) ~ (A, d) 

R5 {B,d) ~ {B',cf} d lf c 
(now c then A else B ,d) ~ (B', d') 

R6 {B, d~ f-+ d lfc 
(now c then A else B ,d) ~ (B,d) 

R7 (A,c) ~ {A', c'~ {B , c~ ~ (B',d'~ 
(A II B, c) ~ (A' II B', c' u d') 

R8 {A , c~ ~ {A' ,c'} {B,c~ f-+ 
(A II B ,c) ~ (A' II B ,d) 
(B ll-4,c) ~ (B II A',c') 

R9 {A, dU3,c} ~ {B ,cf} 
(3dxA, c) --4 (3d' xB. c U 3:rd' ) 

RIO (p(y), c) --4 (3d•uxA, c) p(x) ::A e D, x # y 

Rll (p(x) , c)~ (A , c) p(x ) :: A E D 

Table 1: The transition system for tccp. 

hidden in the external store. Init ially the local store is empty, i.e. 3xA = 3t"''xA. The 
rules RIO and Rll model the procedure call. Here and in the sequel --4• denotes the 
reflexive and transitive closure of the relation ~-

Definition 2.4 Let A be an ageut. We define 0;0 (A) = { (c, d) I (P, c)~· (P ', d) fi }. 

3 The denotational model 

The operational semantics which associates to an agent A its observables 0 ;0 (A.) is not. 
compositional. A compositional characterization of the operational semantics can be ob
tained by using sequences of pairs of fini te constraints, so called timed reactive sequences, 
to represent tccp computations. 
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ln our set ting, a timed reactive sequen ce has the form (e11 d1} • • • (c,., dn}(d, d) -and 
represents a computation of a tccp agent. Intuitively, a pair of const raints (e;, d;) rep
resents a computation step performed by the agent A which, at time i, transforms the 
global store from e; to d;. The last pair indicate that we have reached a "resting point", 
i.e. that given t he input d the agent does not produce any furt her informat ion. Since in 
tccp computations the store evolves monotonically, it is natural to assume that reactive 
sequences are monotonically increasing. So in t he following we will assume that each 
t imed reactive sequence (e1 , d1} • · • (Cn-1> ct,._1)(c,. , c,.} satisfies t he following condit ion: 
For any i E (1, n- 1] and j E (2, nJ, d; f- e; and eJ 1- di+ 

Since the constraints arising from computation steps are finite, we also assume that 
a reactive sequence contains only finite constraints. The set of all reactive sequences wiU 
be denoted by S and its typical elements by s, s1 •• •. The denotational model is defined 

DO [stop)= { (e11 c1)(C2, c2) • • · (c,., c,.} E S I n~ 1} 

Dl [tell(c) --t A]= {(d, d Uc) · !IE SI s E [A]} 

02 [L:i=I ask(c;) --t A;)= {s · s' E S I s = (d1, d1) · · · {dm, dm) 

u 

d; If c; for each j E [1, m-1], i E [1, n], 
d,., 1- ch and s' E (Ah) for an hE [1, n] } 

{sESI s=(dJ,dJ}···(dm,dm) 
di If c; for each j E [1, m], i E [1, n]} 

03 [now e t hen A else B] = {s E S I s = (d, d} · s' and either 
d 1- e and s E (A) or d If c and s E (B] } 

04 [A II B)= [A) " [B] 

D5 [3xA] = { s E S I there e.xists s' E [A] such that 
3 xs = 3:cs', .s' is x-connected and s is x-invariant } 

06 (p(y)) = (3x(tell(dxy) 4 p(x))) 

D7 [p(x)] = (t e ll(true) -4 AJ 

p(x): - .4 ED. x f:. y 

p(x): -.4 ED 

Table 2: Denotational semantics of tccp 

by the equations in Table 2 by using a standard least fixpoint construction based on the 
cpo (p(S ), ~). Given two sequences s and s', we denote by s · s' the sequence resulting 
from the concatenation of sand s'. -

Definition 3.1 The denotational semantics ( ] : Agents -4 S is t he least function, wrt 
the orderiug iuduccd by ~. which satisfies the equations in Table 2. 
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The agent Stop cannot perform any computation step, so the result of a computation 
for Stop with input constraint cis always c. Therefore, the denotation of Stop consists of 
all the finite sequences of "stuttering steps" of the form (ct,c1) ···(en, en), which contain 
only the information provided by the input constraints c/s. 

Equation Dl shows the effect of a tell(c) action. The addition of a pair to the sequence 
s' representing a computation of A corresponds to the assumption that the evaluation of 
tell(c) in the agent tell(c) -t A takes one time unit. 

Equation D 2 shows that a computation of L:; ask(Ci) ~ Ai has an initial period of 
waiting for (a constraint. stronger than) one of the constraints Cj . During this waiting 
period only the environment is active by producing the constraints d; and therefore by 
adding pairs of the form (d;, d;). Also in this case the addition of a pair (di , di) corresponds 
to the assumption that the evaluation of an ask action takes one time-unit. When the 
contribution of the environment is strong enough to entail a ch, then the agent Ah is 
evaluated thus producing a sequence s'. The resulting sequence is then obtained by 
adding s' to the initial waiting period. 

According to equation D3, a sequence s in the denotation of now c then A else B 
corresponds to a computation of A, if the initial store (c') entails c, to a computation for 
B otherwise. 

To describe denotationally the paralJel composition we use the (commutative) partial 
operator fi E S X S ~ S defined as follows: 
(c~, d1) · ·· (en , dn) · (d, d) fl(cl , e1) · · · (Cn, en)· (d, d} = (cl , d1 U e1) · · · (Cn, d,, U en)· (d, d). 
Note that we require that the two arguments of the parallel operator agree at each point 
of time with respect to the contribution of the environment (the Cj's) and that they have 
the same length. The operator ~ used in equation D4 is the obvious extension of the 
above defined operator to set of sequences. 

In equation D 5 , given a sequence s' representing a computation for A we first check 
that s' is x-connected, i.e. that no information on x is present in. the input constraints 
of s' which has not been already accumulated by the computation of the agent A itself. 
This reflects the fact that, when considering the computation for 3xA, the information 
on x produced by the external environment is hided. Formally, given a sequence s' = 
(c1, d1) • • • (en , en), we say that s' is x-connected if 3xc1 = c1 (that is, the input constraint 
of s' does not contain information on x) and d;- 1 U 3xci = c; for each i E [2, n). Then we 
construct the resulting sequence s by assuming that its computation steps do not provide 
more information on x . This is formalized by assuming that s is x-invariant, i.e. that for 
aU computation steps (c, d) of s, d = c U 3:rd holds. Finally we consider the cont ribution 
of the external environment up to the information on x, i.e. we require that 3:rs = 3:cs' 
where 3x·'> denotes the sequence resulting from the pointwise application of 3x to the 
constraints appearing in the sequence s. 

Recursion is modeled, as usual, by a least fixpoint const ruction. In rule D6 the 
diagonal element dxy performs the parameter passing, while in rule D 7 we have a simple 
body replacement, since the formal and actual parameter coincide. 

The correctness of this semantic model is expressed by the following. 

Theorem 3.2 (Correctness) For any agent A we have 

Oio(A ) = { (c, d) I there exists (c, d1) (d1 , d2) · · · (dn-l, d) (d, d) E [A]}. 

Note that a sequence of the form (c, d1) (d1, d2 ) • • • (dn-l , d) (d, d) represents a compu
tation for an agent where c is the input constraint and, at each time instant, the assumed 
contributions of the environment have been already produced by the agent itself. 
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3.1 Full abstraction for tccp 

The previous model introduces unnecessary distinctions, since it distinguishes tccp agents 
whose observables (as defined by Oio) are the same under any possible context, as shown 
by the following example. A context C[ J is simply an agent with a 'hole'. The agent 
C [A] then represents the result of replacing the hole inC[] by A. 

Example 3.3 Consider the tccp agents A : (ask(true) --t C) + (ask(true) --t D) and 
B : ask(true) 4 C, where C : tell(c) --t ((ask(d) --t stop)+ (ask(true) --t loop)) 
and D : tell(true) --t ((ask(d) --1 stop) + (ask{true) --t loop)) , with d 2: c, c =j: d 
and loop is defined by the declaration loop : - ask(true) --+ loop. We have [A] # [B], 
since (true, true)(true, true}(d, d) E [A] \ [B]. However the agents A and B cannot be 
distinguished by any tccp context. 

In order to identify agents like the previous ones and to obtain fu.ll abstraction wrt 0;0 

we need to define a suitable abstraction on denotations. Following the standard practice, 
we define an abstraction by introducing an operation which "saturates" the denotation of 
an agent by adding alJ those sequences which do not give raise to new observables under 
any context. However, differently from the standard ccp setting we need two further 
assumptions. We require that the constraint systems is a finitary domain, i.e. that for 
each finite (algebraic) element c0 E C the set {do I do ~ Co and d0 is finite } is finite. 
Moreover, we assume that the constraint system is weakly relative pseudo-complemented 
[5]. In our setting, a constraint system C is weakly relative pseudo-complemented if for 
each c,d E C such that c ~ d, there exists a (unique) constraint d \ c (called the weak 
relative pseudo-complement of c wrt d) such that c U (d\ c)= d and if cUd' = d for some 
d' then (d \c) ~ d' . Now, we can define the saturation condition as follows. 

Definition 3.4 Let us define the "less connected" relation on sequences, denoted by~. 
as follows 

• s ~ s' (s is less connected than s') iff for some sequences s 1 and s2 we have s = 
s, · (a, b) (c, d} · s2, s' = s1 · (a, b'} (c, d) · s2 and (c \ b') ::; (c \b) holds. 

Moreover we define s ~ s' iff the sequence s and s' differ only in the number of repetitions 
of the last element. We denote by a(S) the minimal set which contains S and which is 
closed under ~ and ~. 

In the defini t ion of~ we require that the minimal constraint needed from b' to "reach" 
cis smaller than the minimal constraint needed from b t.o reach c. The semantics a([A]) 
is still correct and compositional. Moreover, the following result holds. 

Theorem 3.5 (Full abstraction) Assume that the constraint system is weakly relati'Ue 
pseudo-complemented. Then, for any pair oftccp agents A and B , a([A]) = a ([B]) iff 
Oio(C[A]) = O;o(C[BJ) for each context C[·] . 

3.2 Full abstraction for ccp with maximal parallelism 

In this section we consider the full abstraction problem for the (sub)language ccpx ob
tained from tccp by dropping the now then else statement. In fact, when considering ccpx 
the semantics a([A]) is not anymore fully abstract, as shown by the following example. 
Clearly it is still correct, being ccpx a sublanguage of tccp. 
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Example 3.6 Consider the ccpx agents A : (ask( true)~ tell( c) ~ stop)+(ask(true) ~ 
tell(true) ~ tell(c) ~ stop) and B : ask(true) ~ tell(c) ~ stop. We have that 
a([A]) =/= a([B]), since s =(true, true)(true, true)(true,c)(c,c) E a([A]) \ a([B]). Ac
tually the agents A and B can be distinguish by the following tccp agent c; : tell( true) ~ 
tell(true) ~ now c then loop else stop, where loap is defined as before. However it can 
be shown that the agents A and B cannot be distinguished by any ccpx context. 

So, in order to obtain full abstractinn for ccpx, we need a stronger saturation than 
the previous one. We assume now that the constraint system is relatively pseudo
complemented, i.e. that for each pair c, d of constraints in C such that c ~ d, there 
exists a (unique) constraint d \ c2 (called the relative pseudo-complement of c wrt d) such 
that c U (d \c) ~ d and if cUd' 2: d for some d' then (d \c) 5 d'. The saturation on sets 
of sequences is now defined as follows. 

Definition 3. 7 Define now a setS of reactive sequences closed if the following hold: 

• if s E Sand s ~ s' then s' E S, (~ is the same as in Definition 3.4), 

• given two constraints b,c, if there exists a sequences= s1 • (a,ll)(c',d) · s2 E S, 
such that d 1- c f- band c' \ b'U = c \ b, then the sequence s' = s1 ·(a, b)(c, d)· s2 E S. 

We denote by {3(5) the least closed set which contains S. 

Intuitively, f3(S) is saturated by adding all those sequences which differ from a se
quence already in S in the fact that. they have, for some i, a greater difference between 
the assumption at time i and the contribution at time i- l , prmided that this does not 
augment the possibility of having connected sequences by ~ composition (this is obtained 
by imposing the condition d 1- c 1- b). The semantics fJ( [A]) is still correct, compositional 
and fully abstract. 

Theorem 3.8 (Full abstraction) Assume that C is relatively pseudo-complemented. 
Then, for any pair oftccp agents A and B , fJ([A]) = .B([B]) iff 0 ;0 (C[A]) = O;.,(C[B)) 
for each context C[·] . 

4 Comparing tccp and ccp with maximal parallelism 

ln this section we study the expressive power of the now construct by formally comparing 
tccp with its sub language ccpx. Clearly ccpx can be embedded into tccp, being the former 
a sublanguage of the latter. As for the other direction, intuitively the presence of the 
now then else construct should augment the expressivity of the language, since it allows 
to check also for the absence of information. We provide now a formal justificat ion for 
this intuit ion by showing that tccp cannot be embedded into cc7Jx (ccp). In this section 
we will consider the following general abstract notion of observables On which essentially 
distinguishes finite computations from infinite ones. Since our separation results are given 
wrt 0 " , they hold for any notion of observables which can be obtained as instance of 0 0 . 

2 For the sake of simplicity we use here t.he same notation used for weak relative pseudo-complement. 
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Definition 4.1 Let A be a generic {either tccp or ccpx) agent. We defme 

Oo(A) = { 0 I there exists c E C s.t. (A, c) ~· (B, d) fi and 0 = o( (A, c)··· (B, d)) } 

where o is any total (abstraction) function from the set of sequences of configurations to 
a suitable set {the domain of observables). 

Note that any property which can be extracted from finite computations can be 
defined as an instance of 0 0 , by suitably defining a. In the following we denote by At 
and by Ax the tccp and ccpx agents, respectively, and we will assume that the observables 
Ot : A t ~ Obst and Oz : Ax ~ Obs"' are both instances of 0 0 • 

We need some restrictions on the decoder and the compiler. In general, it is quite 
natural to require that the decoder cannot extract any information from an empty set 
and, conversely, that it cannot cancel completely all the information which is present in 
a set of observable properties of computat ion. Then we wiJJ require that 

(i) \fOE Obs:r, 1::>(0) = 0 iff 0 = 0. 

Moreover, as in [4], we require modular compilat ion of parallel agents. 

(ii) C(A II B) = C(A) II C(B) . 

In order to separate tccp and ccpx (ccp) we exhibit a semantic property of the abstract 
observables which holds for the target language (either ccpx or ccp) and not for the 
source one (tccp) . Using such a property, assuming that there exists an embedding of 
tccp into ccpx (ccp) which satisfies the conditions (i) and {ii) above, one can easily derive 
a contradiction. 

When considering ccpx (ccp), if an agent .4 II B has a finite computation, then both 
A and B have a finite computation. In fact we have the following. 

Proposition 4.2 Let A and B be ccpx (ccp) processes. If (A II B , c) ~· (C, J) fi then 
there exist also the derivations (A, d)----?" (A.', J) fi and (B,d) ----?" (B',d) fi . 

In terms of our notion of observable we have the following immediate corollary. 

Corollary 4.3 Let A be a ccpx (ccp) process. If 0 0 (A) = 0 then Oo (A II B) = 0 fm· 
any other ccpx (ccp) process B . 

Proposition 4.2, and therefore previous corollary, does not hold for tccp. In fact, the 
presence of the now then else statement enforces a non-monotonic behavior in the sense 
that adding more information to the store can inhibit some computations, because the 
corresponding else branches are discarded. Thus we have the fo!Jowing separation result. 

Theorem 4.4 When considering any notion of obse1·vables which is an inBtance of 0 0 , 

the language tccp cannot be embedded into CCJJX (ccp). 
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Ri 
(A, c) ~ (.4', d) 

(A li, B,c) ~ (A' II; B,d} 

Table 3: The transition rule for 11;. 

5 Comparing maximal parallelism and interleaving 

In this section we compare t he expressive power of ccpx with that one of ccp. Standard 

ccp is obta ined by ccpx by simply replacing the previous (maximal) para llel operator II 
for t he operator 11. which is interpreted in terms of interleaving. Despite this similarity, 

our results show that ccpx is strictly more expressive than standard ccp. 

The operat ional semantics of standard ccp can be defined in terms of the transition 

system T' obtained from the one given in Table 1 by replacing rules R7 and R8 for the 

rule Ri in Table 5. 
It is possible to show that ccp can be embedded into ccpx, by defining inductively a 

translation T;, from ccp agents to ccpx agents , such t hat t he standard notion of observable 

(i/o pairs and resting points) are preserved by the translation. Now we show that ccpx 

cannot be embedded into (standard) ccp. Here we have to consider a more refined notion 

of (abstract) obscrvables 0~ which takes into account also the termination modes and 

the input constraints. 

0~(.4) = {(O, .ss} I (A,true) -t• (Stop,d) and O=a((A,true)· .. (Stop,d))} 

u 
{ (8, dd) I (A, true} -t' (B, d) ft, B =F Stop, (}=a( (A, true) · .. (B, d)) } 

where Stop represents any agent which contains only stop, II (II,) and + and a is defined 

as before3. Thus, in the remaining of this section, we assume that the observables Or for 

ccpx and Oc for standard ccp a re instances of 0~ 4 . 

As before, we require t hat the decoder TJ cannot transfom1 an empty set of results 

into a non-empty one and vice versa. However, here we have to take into account also 

the terminat ion mode. So we assume that VO E Obsc, 

• there exists (}such that (8. ss) E TJ(O) iff there exists o such that (a , s.9) E 0 . 

We require also the compositionality wrt the parallel and choice operators. 

• C(A. II B)= C(A} IIi C(B ) aud C(Ei~1 a.sk(i) ~ .4,) = E{:1C(ask(i) ~A,). 

To obtain a separation result we have now to define a semantic property of ccp com

putations which does not hold for ccpx. 

Proposition 5 .1 Let A and B be ccp u.gent.s. If (8, ss) E Or( A IIi B ) then (8, ss} E 

Oc((A1 +A) 11, B), for any ccp agent .4' . 

3 Here we assume irnplicitly that ---t is I. he relation defined hy Lhc a1>propriate tr11nsitiou system for 

the language (ccpx or ccp) considered. 
~Analogously to the previous case. here 0 0 is the function Oc : A c -+ Obs, , where A c denote ccp 

processes. 
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Previous property does not hold for ccpx. In fact it could happen that even though 
A II B has a successful derivation, (the guard in) A is enabled by the constraints by B . 
Thus in presence of maximal parallelism, the computation for (A+ A') II B could be 
forced to choose A' and therefore to enter a "wrong" (non-terminating) branch. 

Theorem 5.2 When considering as observable instances of 0~ , the language ccpx carmot 
be embedded into ccp. 
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